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Abstract. This paper focuses on a spatial domestic energy framework of sub-city areas in
the United Kingdom using Newcastle upon Tyne as a case study. The framework estimates
the energy end-use at the single dwelling level on three aggregate scales: district, neighbourhood and community. The framework uses two aggregation approaches, one using an
approximated prototype-cluster of similar dwellings at the district scale and the other using
a novel, sub-city DEM modelling of building and its micro-cohesive energy structures in
neighbourhoods and communities. The validation strategy compare the modelled gas and
electricity values in three representative districts against the DECC values in two aggregate
hierarchical areas for electricity and gas: the DECC Medium Layer Super Output Area (MLSOA), and the Lower Layer Super Output Area (LLSOA). Our work discusses this framework
in key areas: the availability of data, the number of surveyed variables and data processing
methods for filling blanks in order to have an individual dwelling’s complete energy Standard Assessment Procedure (SAP) profile, methods to provide evidence for finding patterns
residing in the data set, methods for estimating the annual composite (gas and electricity)
energy consumption for individual and aggregated dwellings, the validation strategy, the
uncertainties associated in the data and model, and scaling and replication in other cities.
Keywords: spatial interpolation · record imputation · distributed target scenarios · domestic energy consumption · structure detection · urban energy modelling.
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Introduction

Swan and Ugursal [1, pg. 1828] state that “the bottom-up engineering approach is the only method
that can fully develop the energy consumption of the sector without any historical energy consumption information” and that “these techniques have the capability of determining the impact of new
technologies” [1, pg. 1833] which, in turn, makes the method ideally suited for an area-based
delivery approach favoured by local authorities (LAs). This paper discusses a particular spatial
bottom-up area-based energy framework, the Newcastle Energy Model Framework (NCRF) [2],
using two modelling approaches: clusters in districts and individual Domestic Energy Modellig
(DEM) in neighbourhoods and communities. Because of assumptions in the nature of physicsbased energy modelling, it is inevitable perhaps that there will be significant discrepancies between
energy estimates and actual published UK government consumption figures. However, the energy
estimates may still provide useful insights, as they are largely based on the physical parameters
of the dwellings. In our research, the results are encouraging in some ways as there is a degree of
spatial consistency across the results.
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Our work represents a framework to attempt to estimate spatial domestic energy consumption
in individual dwellings and aggregated areas using a spatially enabled database to represent local
area characteristics. We argue that, as the scale decreases, the local area characteristics are more
important. Model estimates in the sub-city DEM are improved in neighbourhoods by taking into
consideration more variables. However, assessing the individual dwelling’s energy consumption
in the sub-city DEM approach requires more than a simple counting of the individual dwellings.
Specifically, what must be examined is the role of local structures like micro-cohesive energy supply
structures (district and group heating), dwelling in electricity time-of-use tariff (in the UK the
Economy 7 tariff E7 i.e. pay normal prices during the day, but cheaper rates for seven hours during
the night) and planned permission granted for converting houses to Houses in Multiple Occupations
(HMO) and houses and flats having sharing amenities, as a number of researchers have suggested,
for instance, [3] and [4]. The reason for having an increased number of data set variables is that
this may lead to a better insight into the effect of uncertainties in the aggregated process [5]
by generating a more complete representation of the dwelling. In the case of dwellings using the
Economy 7 tariff, an increase number of variables is needed to provide a better description of the
dwelling (the hot water heating system and the tank insulation are the new variables).
Using the Unique Property Reference Number (UPRN) code of an individual dwelling, it is
likely to link secondary sources, either by Topographic Identification (TOID), and/or address to
produce a better representation of individual dwelling predictors, instead or adopting archetypes
to simplify the complexity of housing stock, e.g. two archetypes in the [6] physical model, 1,000
archetypes in the [7] BREHOMES model, 47 archetypes [8] in the CDEM model, which are difficult
to relate to the specific address of a dwelling.
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Overview of the Newcastle Energy Framework Methodology NCRF

This section reviews the roadmap in terms of data flow, process and milestones to produce estimates
of energy in a single dwelling and aggregates in sub-city areas. NCRF [9] is a spatially referenced
parameterised per-dwelling domestic energy framework developed with the purpose of estimating
the energy consumption in sub-city areas. The design of the framework is sufficiently flexible
to scale-up in continuous geographic areas allowing energy estimates (electricity and gas). The
roadmap described in Fig. 1 defines four processes that are completed sequentially: the spatiallyreferenced per-dwelling integration across multiple secondary data sets; the model refinement; the
spatially-referenced per-dwelling and sub-city energy aggregates; and the validation strategy.
The per-dwelling integration process uses spatial interpolation and multiple imputation (see Fig.
1) procedures to replace an incomplete, missing, duplicated and inaccurate local 2009 convenience
secondary data sources, the Newcastle Carbon Route Model (NCRM) [10] (see Fig.2) with a set
of plausible new data values. The new data values represent valid inferences that properly reflect
the uncertainty due to missing values. At the end of this process, a complete set of valid records
of the case study areas are ready for refinement.
The model refinement process provides precise data in cohesive structures by identifying at
least one neighbour with a known value that can be used as a template for predicting the values
in the whole urban structure. The refinement is for two cohesive structures: the first is those that
affect the energy aggregation processes like district heating, group heating and Economy 7; and
the second is those that provide a physical context to a cohesive community through planning
regulations, in particular the change of use for dwelling houses due to the legislation that gives
councils the freedom to choose areas where landlords must submit a planning application to rent
their properties to unrelated tenants (houses in multiple occupation HMO). At the end of this
process, a complete set of records is ready for input in a Building Research Environment Domestic
Energy Model (BREDEM). Another refinement assigns a better estimate to floor area (one of the
key energy drivers) to houses that are in shared occupancy.
The energy estimation process is the core process, as it estimates the annual electricity and
gas consumption using three scales. The first is for individual dwellings (then groups of repeated
dwellings to estimate the annual heating gas consumption of multiple repeated per-property types).
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Fig. 1. NCRF energy estimates roadmap
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Fig. 2. NCRF data and processes

The second and third are of annual electricity and gas consumption estimates in two levels of detail
(sub-city aggregates): Neighbourhoods (Lower Layer Super Output Areas -LLSOAs) and Districts
(Medium Layer Super Output Areas -MLSOAs). Because the DECC statistics display aggregates
of annual electricity consumption of dwellings using the Economy 7 (E7) tariff, we also aggregate
dwellings with households using E7.
In the final process, the per-dwelling property type and sub-city energy estimates (electricity,
gas or E7) were validated (compared) against the 2009 Department of Energy and Climate Change
(DECC) estimates in three different scales: first the per-dwelling-type heating gas estimates set up
by DECC with support from the Energy Saving Trust (EST) and energy suppliers for the National
Energy Efficiency Data Framework (NEED) project [11]; and two aggregates of electricity, gas and
E7 in the districts (MLSOA) and neighbourhoods (LLSOA) levels.
In the MLSOAs, the cluster model uses six dwelling archetype prototypes in every cluster
to capture the mean effects in the interaction between the physical variables as the individual
effect will cancel out at this scale. In every cluster prototype there are assumed regional weather
characteristics and standard occupancy values. The cluster centre (mean) is the prototype of the
cluster. In NCRF we want the centre (mean) in each cluster to be one particular dwelling. This is the
reason why the six medoids were utilised to replace the six mean values in each cluster. The cluster
energy method estimates the energy in every cluster by multiplying the Cambridge Housing Model
(CHM) energy estimate [12] of the full SAP cluster prototype by the number of dwellings in every
cluster. The process is repeated for every cluster in the MLSOA. In the LLSOA instead, the subcity DEM model method uses city records to improve the data quality in the detailed model. The
sub-city DEM uses secondary data sets from Arm’s Length Management Organizations (ALMO)
to gather rented and leased social housing characteristics and specific data on energy systems.
The sub-city DEM also utilise the NCRM Registered Social Landlords housing information and
HMO licensing from the local authority (LA), and shared housing data from Housing Associations
and the LA, to understand dwellings in group heating schemes, dwellings with an Economy 7
tariff, and the number and characteristics of residential dwellings sharing district heat schemes.
The interpolated data are compared with accurate detailed city information, and in the case of
discrepancy city records correct the interpolated values, i.e. the detailed model data set is refined.
The sub-city DEM process finally aggregates individual dwelling energy estimation in the LLSOA
and MLSOA areas.
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Discussion

The discussion section is organised as follows. Sect. 3.1 discusses the cluster model against DECC
statistics in MLSOA districts and Sect. 3.2 the sub-city DEM model against the DECC statistics
in LLSOA neighbourhoods in the three selected case studies.
3.1

The Cluster Modelling Approach

The Newcastle Carbon Route Model (NCRM) data set components are generally available in
some form to many, if not all, local authorities. The use of common values for UPRN and TOID
(individual and aggregated) has made possible the use of spatial data from different resolutions
and their combination with other types of spatial information.
The main NCRM data sets are the Warm Zone Programme and the English Housing Survey
(EHS). Warm Zone is a major initiative designed to systematically reduce fuel poverty on a local
area basis in cities, and the English Housing Survey is a national initiative for providing accurate
information on the type and condition of housing and the people living there. The spatial visualization of NCRM WarmZone records and their further integration with other data sets is achieved
through two spatial elements: the national address Gazetteer unique property identifier, the UPRN
(the dwelling code) and the Ordnance Survey (OS) MasterMapT M unique topographic identifier,
the TOID (the building code). All data sets used in our work (WarmZone, EHS, Gazetteer and
Ordnance Survey) are generally available in some form to many if not all local authorities.
The modelling approach of the cluster model is top-down. The top-down method involves patterning dwellings with similar energy profiles in the city, and then disaggregating the patterns [13]
based on the MLSOAs proportions. Our work has shown that six key surveyed variables (dwelling
size, dwelling age, building form, wall construction, heating and number of floors) perform well in
explaining the energy consumption of aggregated dwellings in districts, three of the six variables
were composites (building form, wall construction and heating). One of the issues highlighted in
integrating these spatial data sets is the definition of what constitutes the floor area. The NCRM
dwellings are assigned their building foot print area [10] instead of an individual useable floor area
which is required for CHM (and other BREDEM models). Therefore, the very first activity is to
find the usable floor area of individual dwellings through computation. In addition, the problem is
further exacerbated where we have complex building with Homes in Multiple Occupations (HMOs)
or individual rented rooms and mixed-use (commercial and residential) buildings.
Warm Zone Surveys do not have a value of usable floor area recorded for individual dwellings
in complex buildings. Our work has provided a solution involving secondary sources that is time
consuming and not ideal. It would be better if there were a straightforward method of calculating
usable floor area or data were collected in a different manner. Usable floor area is a key variable in
understanding energy consumption but, especially for complex or mixed-use buildings, a solution
to estimate usable floor area is not obvious. In our work, a painstaking process using a variety
of secondary data (described in Sect. 2) was developed. However, more robust solutions need to
be developed to facilitate this type of modelling. These could be extensions of the NLPG/LLPG,
energy audits or other means of better capturing the detailed usage of buildings from an energy
perspective. An interesting development is the use of 3D structures that have both internal and
external levels of detail providing a ready means to associate usage with spaces, such as the system
developed in Berlin using a CityGML. The CityGML uses an application schema for the Geographic
Markup Language (GML). model for energy diagnostic and urban energy policy support ([14],
[15]). In the UK, the Ordnance Survey is also investigating the addition of 3D products within
their portfolio of survey products [19]. In 2014, Ordnance Survey began to release building height
attribution with their 2D topography data [16] and additionally it has been enriching the 3D
models with generic annotation e.g. from images of buildings [17].
Principal component analysis underpinning the cluster model (see Sect. 2) was used to provide
both a method for explaining how many of the surveyed categorical variables are needed to explain
the total variance within the reduced data set, and to detect the correlations between the variables.
Besides these more obvious uses, our work has shown that there is an additional benefit as the
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principal component also provides group estimates of EHS ‘donor’ records before the NCRM nearest neighbour multiple imputations method actually selects the best ‘donor’ in an augmentation
strategy. This shows that the principal component analysis is a worthwhile process; however, it
remains to be seen whether the principal component results will be transferable to other cities
because regional climates make for different insulation and heating supply requirements. However,
other local authorities should consider this type of approach to collate data from existing sources
with the requirement that there has to be a large sample so its application will be statistically
valid.
One observation from the NCRM data set is that some of the variables are easy to collect, for
example building types, because these are easy to see and also it is easy to add building data from
other data sets such as the Ordnance Survey or buy it from commercial vendors such as Cities
Revealed. However, integrating a number of sources from multiple collections throws up a number
of semantic and cross-scale output harmonization issues but on the other hand also provides the
ability to cross-check. An illustration of this in our case was the errors in the Building Age in the
NCRM Cities Revealed data set which were easily identified and rectified by NCRM YHN build
dates (see Sect. 2). Building age is a difficult variable as it requires expert knowledge to age an
individual building correctly. Other variables are difficult because they are hidden, such as wall
insulation. Missing data was a real problem because for example 17% of the people surveyed in
Warm Zone did not know the insulation type, especially in cavity walls. In these cases, the survey
generates ‘don’t knows’ and we decided to disregard the whole record. This will have implications
when trying to replicate NCRM in other cities, because physically hidden variables are difficult for
surveyors to identify, even to the point that there could be significant bias in the sample because
the ‘dont knows’ are relevant, e.g. in rented properties. One way to avoid this problem is by having
a much larger sample than normal, as is the case with NCRM.
Our work has shown that clustering provides evidence to find patterns residing in the NCRM
data through partitioning of the six dimensional data vector into subsets based on the closeness
or similarity among the data of the same kind. Another innovative approach is the use of the
two-step sequential cluster to identify the cluster structure in the NCRM complete data set of
observations (hierarchical cluster analysis) and the optimal cluster method to assign observations
(k-means cluster analysis), i.e. both the hierarchical and the k-means cluster analysis techniques
were used sequentially. Our work has shown that this hybrid approach gave good results, i.e. first,
the Wards method (hierarchical cluster) was used to obtain the possible number of clusters (eight
for the NCRM data set) and the way they merge, as seen from the dendrogram, and then the
k-means clustering was run with only the chosen optimum number (eight) of clusters in which to
place all the observations.
The cluster method shows sensible energy estimate results both citywide and when disaggregating the cluster results over the MLSOAs. This approach, however, requires reasonably good
data, in our case even though the NCRM WarmZone data have some variables that are difficult to
collect; the sample size is citywide and in each MLSOA, is largely in excess of the minimum and
preferable size. Formann recommends a minimum sample size of at least 2m (where m = 6 equals
the number of clustering variables) and preferably 5 ∗ 2m [18, pp. 4], i.e. in this study between 64
and 320 observations. If the minimum is not reached, the medoid shows weakness to outliers, but
that is not the case for the Warm Zone Survey in Newcastle. Also, the high coverage guarantees
that if the six variables were to be inputted in a different way (order) they would still produce the
same cluster results. This shows the potential of integrating different data sets in energy modelling.
However, access to this critical data set was only made possible by signing a non-disclosure agreement as the NCRM WarmZone data are commercially sensitive and potentially valuable. Because
this type of data is so important to energy studies, it should be considered part of the open data
strategy of the [20] so that other research studies can utilise the data easily.
Also critical in the open data strategy is a definitive single address register not only for local
authorities but for the Royal Mail, Ordnance Survey and DECC. Local authorities are working
through the Improvement and Development Agency (I&DeA) for local government to establish
the Local Government Information House (LGIH) by forming the GeoPlace Limited Liability
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Partnership (LLP) to produce a single definitive National Address Gazetteer (NAG). Government
is also looking at options to ensure that the Postcode Address File (produced by the Royal Mail
and regulated by Ofcom) continue to be a part of the single definitive address (the NAG).
However, the NEED framework data sets are combined using the NLPG unique property reference number (UPRN) as the integrating code in a twofold process. First, the address data from
each of the data sets included in NEED is used to assign a UPRN to each record within that data
set and then the UPRN is used to link records from one data set to the corresponding record in each
of the other data sets. In Newcastle, as in other cities, the address matching in mixed-use buildings
is more complicated for two reasons: firstly, the mixed-use building is less likely to be primarily
addressed by a number, as is the case with domestic homes, and, secondly, several businesses may
occupy the same buildings and it is difficult to identify the domestic dwellings arrangement within
the building. Additionally, address information in HEED (which is part of NEED) did not allow a
reliable match for individual flats within a building. One possible solution for NEED is replacing
the NLPG UPRN with the AddressBaseT M UPRN; this should allow better analysis of the impact of measures for flats and increase confidence in the address information. AddressBaseT M is
actually three data sets from GeoPlace and the Ordnance Survey: Royal Mail Postcode Address
File (PAF), NLPG and OS AddressLayerT M with further information from the Valuation Office.
A final comment is that all these data sets are well trusted but an open access policy needs to be
effective.
The energy model used to estimate the energy end-use of every cluster prototype was the
Cambridge Housing Model (CHM). CHM is a national model requiring a full SAP input (115
variables). This study has shown that by combining data from different geographies and sources it
is possible to augment limited NCRM WarmZone data with EHS data to create a full SAP input
for use in energy models (see Sect. 2). This approach saves a great deal of time and also repurposes
the NCRM WarmZone data, which were difficult and expensive to collect, for energy modelling.
Moreover, validating (with respect to DECC consumption values) the modelled data at the MLSOA
level needs full coverage of the whole district, but cluster data did not have a full coverage in the
MLSOAs and did not have the complete SAP input records. To fulfil these requirements, NCRF has
proven that record generation (for missing records to achieve complete coverage) and augmentation
(for missing fields in every record) algorithms lead to the desired full coverage SAP input in the
MLSOAs (see Sect. 2). Spatial interpolation algorithms were used as a record generation strategy
and a nearest neighbour multiple imputations algorithm was used as a record augmentation strategy
both with a reasonable success given that performing a physical survey for a full SAP data on each
and every dwelling in Newcastle is not possible. Spatial interpolation and multiple imputation
algorithms are not straightforward implementations because we have to consider the practical
problems associated with cohesive structures e.g. shared houses, communal heating structures and
district heating as well as regional weather variations, local built types (e.g. the Tyneside flat) and
non-standard occupancy [21]. The sources for information about cohesive structures are available
in a limited selection of useful websites containing local sources (e.g. HMO licensing) but they
require patience and time to link the data to the building databases.
However, urban spaces are not only two dimensional areas; they also have the third dimension
that defines the volumetric characteristic of the buildings, i.e. there is a need for a three dimensional
(volumetric) patterns to define the physical urban space. [22] argues that the built environment
can be seen as a setting for human activities and the volumetric patterns of the residential areas
are in three different densities, low, medium and high rise.
NCRF has shown that the volumetric patterns and initial coverage of the survey data could be
used to assign an appropriate point-based method for spatial interpolation in the three selected case
study areas. For a cluster with low density building patterns, the Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
deterministic method is commonly used, whereas for a compact building distribution with high
coverage the nearest-neighbour (NN) is appropriate. For complex high rise structures of different
building and uses-classes, a stochastic method is a sensible choice. The IDW algorithm was applied
in Castle because it shows a cluster distribution; the NN was applied to South Heaton because it
shows a compact distribution. Westgate is complex because the building classes (including tower
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block buildings) are diverse in the area; this made appropriate the use of the Kriging stochastic
method. Kriging not only considers the distance between surrounding points but also the spatial
autocorrelation (dwellings being in the same building) among the observations. In summary, the
volumetric patterns and initial coverage of the survey data simple analyses could be used to inform
the best strategy for filling-in the gaps, although further work would be needed to fully understand
the boundary conditions. Although this seems to be a promising approach to completing the
gaps, the link between urban building density patterns and spatial interpolation needs to be fully
investigated. However, understanding urban form in this way has the potential to inform LAs and
the like about the areas where there is a need to improve the data collection strategy.
To cope with the fields missing in the NCRM record (to obtain a full SAP record); NCRF
has shown that an imputed method is an algorithm for record augmentation (see Sect. 2). In our
augmentation strategy the two data sets are from different geographies. NCRM cluster prototype
(the acceptor) is a local data set and EHS (the donor) is a national data set. Predicted values were
then generated for all NCRM cluster prototype records using the following two-step procedure:
first, ‘donor’ records were sorted by the ‘acceptor’ common fusion variables (CFV)(see Sect. 2),
and then the missing values were given by the ‘donor’ record nearest to the acceptor. Imputed
values were used only after establishing the matches, as this preserves the variability in the data
as well as the correlations across the NCRM survey [23].
The fact that in the record augmentation strategy (see Sect. 2 for details of the strategy),
the ‘perfect outcome’, there is a single best suitable EHS record with all CFV being equal in
both, the NCRM and the EHS data sets —leading to a single EHS ‘donor’— is only possible
on 11% in South Heaton and 1% in Westgate suggests that one possible solution is to apply the
nearest neighbour imputation as a method for handling missing values to acquire a full SAP record
input to the energy model. To improve the search effectiveness and reduce the computing time,
nearest neighbour multiple imputations require a previous pre-filter stage in which the principal
component analysis gives the appropriate (reduced) number of EHS records. This two-stage process
suggests that missing values of NCRM were estimated even though EHS covers only 0.073% of the
English housing stock and the Warm Zone programme covers approximately 63.69% of Newcastle
residential housing stock.
The reader should also consider that these processes can be misleading and cause the user to
assume that the NCRM data has more data observations than actually surveyed and may magnify
the confidence in the energy estimation results. Realistically, the goal of spatial interpolation,
multiple imputation and aggregation strategy are initially to provide completed SAP records for
areas where there are DECC statistics (i.e. MLSOA and LLSOA) and to make the validation
process possible. Interpolation and imputation are techniques that produce values respectively
within the range of NCRM and EHS data values and are not meant to recreate individual missing
values by optimal point prediction.
The three case study selection is adequate because they cover a wide range of volumetric
patterns in the city. Furthermore, Castle and South Heaton show high concentrations (above city
average) of certain energy clusters, making these districts more homogeneous. Westgate, having
close to average and low concentration of energy clusters is more diverse. From a policy perspective,
it is reasonable to suggest that an increase in the accuracy of the data in places where there are
complex mixed-use properties rather than homogeneous areas would be useful to provide better
inputs to energy models, and this also has implications for reducing the cost of data collection.
The cluster energy method estimates the energy in every cluster by multiplying the CHM
energy estimate of the full SAP cluster prototype by the number of dwellings in every cluster. The
process is repeated for every cluster in the MLSOA. The aggregated cluster result suggests that
the cluster size and composition not only reflect the energy efficiency of the Newcastle stock, but
what was encouraging, the potential impact of applying certain retrofitting measures is possible.
What was good from the cluster model district results is that they enable us to model aggregate
energy consumption using a reduced number of variables.
NCRF has shown that clustering (or classification of houses into groups) represents a measure of
homogeneity in energy consumption. The areas with high concentration of specific energy clusters
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show a close approximation with the DECC values, whereas areas having close to average and low
concentration of energy clusters show a more distant approximation with DECC values. Castle and
South Heaton have concentrations of particular clusters which show close approximation to DECC
values of 5% and 3%, respectively. The Westgate result shows less close approximation to DECC
value (27%). The Westgate result may suggest that the micro-level energy structures in Westgate,
planned permission granted for converting houses to HMOs and houses and flats sharing amenities
in neighbourhoods play an important role in the overall energy consumption in the case study
areas, particularly in complex areas, which has implications for better data collection methods.
The scaling of the cluster model to a city-level is not problematic as the clusters were produced
at the city-level, and the number of record guarantees robustness to outliers in all MLSOAs. The
main challenge to replicate the cluster model in other cities is bringing the information together in a
way that it will be useful for meaningful analysis. Currently, the Warm Zone programme throughout
England is grouped into larger area hubs, covering Hull, London/South East, Midlands, North East,
and Nottingham/the East Midlands. For other regions, similar surveys have to be implemented to
collect the physical characteristics of dwellings.
However, when the cluster model is downscaled to LLSOA (neighbourhood) level the limits of
this approach start to appear. Some homogenous areas still showed reasonable comparison with
the DECC figures (e.g. Castle LLSOAs 8308 and 8311) but there was little consistency with other
values being widely off (e.g. Westgate LLSOAs 8394 and 8399). In Westgate, the increased local
building, socio-economic and physical characteristics of the urban area play a more important
part in the estimation of dwelling energy consumption, and that is the potential reason for having
increased differences.
In the policy arena, the government is leading the spatial information publication and reuse
of location-specific data through the [24] UK Location Programme. The programme ensures UK
compliance with the EU INSPIRE Directive, of the 900+ data sets published, around 200 are
mandated by INSPIRE; however, data quality is still an issue and so is harmonization and scale.
NCRF has proven that spatial enabling sub-city scale energy modelling is a potential way forward,
and within this scope, the emphasis of the Location Data Programme should be reconsidered and
replaced with a more rigorous analysis in which the building is the unit of analysis. If that is
possible, then all the methods described in this section can be replicated in every city in the UK
to compute district level energy aggregates.
3.2

Sub-City DEM Modelling Approach in Neighbourhoods

The main motivation of creating a sub-city DEM model that allows the estimation of individual dwellings annual energy consumption is that modelling the physical processes in individual
dwellings with standard occupancy has the potential to provide LAs with realistic, simulated estimated energy values for buildings that can be aggregated at many scales to provide a baseline
for use in retrofit or micro-generation or other energy related planning. The initial variables of
the sub-city DEM energy profile are: usable floor area, dwelling type, construction date, number
of floors above ground, predominant type of wall structure, cavity wall insulation, main heating
fuel, primary heating system, boiler group and tenure. As with the cluster model, the usable floor
area of all individual dwellings in the sub-city DEM model were corrected from the initial building
footprint area value using secondary sources in the same three-step process detailed earlier in Sect.
3.1.
NCRF uses record generation algorithms with the sub-city DEM NCRM complete ten-variable
records data set in the three case study areas (Castle, South Heaton and Westgate) to obtain
complete coverage in the corresponding MLSOAs areas. As with the cluster model, the record
generation algorithms prove to be a useful tool to obtain full coverage in geographic areas. The
Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW) algorithm was used in Castle because dwellings show a cluster
distribution, while the nearest neighbour (NN) was used in South Heaton because dwellings show
a uniform distribution. Stochastic Kriging was used in Westgate because it has one of the most
diverse collections of building classes (including tower blocks buildings) in the Newcastle area.
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NCRF has shown that city records can be used to improve the data quality in the sub-city
DEM model because of several reasons, first local authorities have extra information to help with
the validation process, as an example, YHN council homes have an accurate build date taken from
the deeds. This study uses secondary data sets from Arm’s Length Management Organizations
(ALMO) to gather rented and leased social housing characteristics and specific data on energy
systems. The research utilised the NCRM Registered Social Landlords housing information and
HMO licensing from the LA, and shared housing data from Housing Associations and the LA,
to understand dwellings in group heating schemes, dwellings with an Economy 7 tariff, and the
number and characteristics of residential dwellings sharing district heat schemes. The interpolated
data are compared with accurate detailed city information, and in the case of discrepancy city
records correct the interpolated values, i.e. the sub-city DEM model data set is refined.
Additional procedural refinement is needed when computing the residential consumption loadshare in mixed residential/commercial district heating schemes, because is difficult to model and
disaggregate each component in the mix. Mixed residential/commercial load sharing in existing
district heating data is also problematic because of different time-of-use. There is no individual
residential meter (so it is problematic to model individual behaviour and practices) and no charge
for the actual domestic energy use and residential energy prices are subsidised. The need for
understanding and modelling the load share in shared district heating is becoming increasingly
important. The current model for the Newcastle district heating is to focus initially on connecting
existing district heating, larger commercial loads, and new commercial and residential developments, and then to extend the network into the existing domestic sector [25, pp. 33]. Connecting
Byker’s existing district heating is the most problematic task because it is by far the biggest (almost 2,000 households) and most complex district heating site in Newcastle. One possible solution
is to introduce and manage a transparent charging system and install controls and meters in homes
[26]. Better models for Newcastle’s future district heating will become a bigger issue because we
need better methods to disaggregate and assign domestic energy consumption to individual residential and commercial loads because of different time-of-use; we also need to model individual
household behaviour. One further area of procedural refinement concerns interpolating data close
to the boundary. Spatial modellers should be aware of the limitations of interpolation boundaries
and adjust results accordingly.
NCRF has shown that there are a higher number of data quality refinements in areas with
low Warm Zone Survey penetration, complex urban energy supply structures, complex building
types and a large number of non-self-contained household properties. Westgate and South Heaton
required more adjustments due to the relatively low penetration of survey data in tower blocks, adjustment to the individual dwellings usable floor area, a significant number of complex load shared
energy structures, and rented on room-by-room properties. The refinement was made, respectively,
in 69.46% and 24.53% of the complete ten-variable records for a complete coverage. Castles simple
building types (mostly semi-detached and detached houses) and high penetration survey required
refinement in only 4% of the complete ten-variable records for a complete coverage. Urban complexity in terms of the built form and usage patterns potentially signpost data collection priority
areas [27]. The sub-city DEM model uses the same augmentation algorithm that the cluster model
uses. What is different is that the common fusion variables are individual (rather than composite),
have increased to ten, and include tenure. The sub-city DEM model also uses the CHM to estimate
the energy consumption in individual dwellings.
Tenure is an interesting variable in the case study areas because they show different composition.
There are major contributions from owner occupied and council rented properties in Castle, private
rented student accommodation, council rented properties and owner occupied in South Heaton,
and social housing in Westgate. Private rented properties are inefficient; this perhaps increases the
amount of households in fuel poverty [28]. Difficulties arise if the private tenant is poor, because
due to the recent government reform [29], the cheapest 30% of private rental properties should be
available for those in receipt of housing benefit (HB). The maximum payable HB is also limited to
the maximum four-bedroom rate, and there is an age cap for singles living in a shared apartment;
this will probably have the end result of encouraging private rented householders to behave in a
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‘cost-conscious’ manner and move to cheaper accommodation if they cannot afford to meet the gap
between their Local Housing Allowance (LHA) entitlement and the rent charged by the landlord
[29]. However, social housing differs from housing in other tenures in many ways, as social housing
occupants are more likely to live in areas of high unemployment [30, pp. 8]; also, social tenants enjoy
less space per person than other tenures, and because of living in small size dwellings they are more
likely to be dissatisfied than others. Moreover, new build social housing is still disproportionately
in the most deprived neighbourhoods [31]. However, YHN housing is efficient housing due to the
following four reasons: 70% of the houses meet and maintain the decent homes standard [32]; 45% of
their housing has efficient heating system installed; 60% has double glazing; and 40% has insulation
in loft and walls [33]. However, social tenants are more likely to be in fuel poverty because their
income is low, even considering the Housing Benefit due to fuel price rises [34, pp. 6], despite the
small size and good condition of the social housing. One possible solution is to have a policy that
monitors: the housing condition to all tenures, the impact of HB cuts in the residual incomes, their
job opportunities (relative to the location) and perhaps supports and increases HB among older
home-owners.
The NCRM RSL tenure has a significant share in Westgate. NCRM RSL tenure shows households in a non-standard occupancy and dwellings in shared-ownership. Shared-ownerships are difficult to model due to two reasons: they are both a rented and an owned property, and the household
size is small, so occupancy may not be standard. This is indicative of the complexity of the energy
modelling when trying to model at the level of the individual dwelling.
NCRF has shown that the validation of NCRF with respect to comparable DECC statistics
is problematic. The validation cannot compare the number of meters because DECC statistics
use aggregated consumption by Meter Point Administration Number (MPAN) to ensure energy
consumption is accurately recorded, whereas in the case of YHN district heating schemes there
are no individual heat meters. YHN argues economical and operational reasons for not having
individual heat meters. The economic reasons are the cost of billing and renewal of meters and
the operational reason is that district heating was originally designed to provide a constant and
steady supply of hot water, then metering is likely to change peoples use of the system and create
high peaks in demand, which could make the heating system less reliable [35, pp. 5]. [36, pp.
198] argue that as for heating use, there is consistent evidence that metering in combination with
consumption-dependent charging can act as an incentive for more sustainable heating behaviours
in district heated dwellings, and [37] argue that indoor climate habits relate to experience with
valves and meters gained at their workplace. The validation is also problematic because YHN and
Newcastle City Council with other councils in the North East England purchase the fuel for district
and group heating in bulk, and DECC statistics are on individual MPAN.
NCRF has shown that Economy 7(E7)(the off-peak electricity tariff) mostly uses electric storage
heaters although there are also using warm air heating systems. If the heat in the dwelling and
water is by electricity, but don’t have storage heaters or a hot water tank, E7 probably will not
be so cost effective. If the heat in the dwelling is with gas, E7 could still be a good fit, provided
the bulk of the electricity use is at night. The E7 model needs two additional variables for the hot
water in the energy profile: the hot water heating system and the tank insulation. E7 is used in
a variety of tenures and building types. It is prevalent in owner occupied small area properties in
the Castle area, while the city owned tower block in South Heaton uses storage heaters, and the
housing association properties in Westgate use storage heaters. This also potentially has an impact
on fuel poverty policy and strategy given the amount of E7 heating existing in social housing
tenures. This again is indicative of the complexity of the model and the difficulty of national data
sets and models in properly addressing this type of fuel tariff. These three micro energy structures
(HMOs, District Heating and E7 tariff) are difficult to model both from existing data and with
current energy models. As an example, [26] argues that “approximately 2/3 of all tenants in the
community heating schemes receive housing benefits. Currently housing benefits can be claimed for
infrastructure and communal heating charges, but not for energy charges. Therefore any changes
in energy charges have a profound effect on all tenants, while a modification in infrastructure or
communal heating charges will only benefit or disadvantage tenants who do not receive housing
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benefits.” Understanding their spatial distribution and potential impact is a first step to address
shortcomings in current national energy models and demonstrates the importance of a detailed
understanding of local physical characteristics of the building stock.
NCRF has shown that the sub-city DEM energy model allows estimation of energy consumption
aggregates in a bottom-up approach. The aggregating strategy is as follows: by building, by block,
by building classes and by LLSOAs; a further aggregation was made to the MLSOA level for
comparison purposes with the cluster approach. Bottom-up is a sensible approach because it allows
for ad-hoc energy retrofit planning scenarios and seeing patterns of base line energy consumption.
NCRF are energy estimates using the physical properties of the building which would still be useful
for retrofit evaluation or evidence based comparison of different strategies at an area level. It would
even provide the means of implementing different energy efficient strategies with a great impact
at the local level, rather than the more general approach made at citywide levels.
In summary, NCRF has integrated a number of data sets in a way that we were able to integrate
with well-respected national level energy models such as the CHM, so every individual building has
their own energy SAP profile. There are many uncertainties in extending the coverage and getting
full SAP records to compare to DECC statistics in aggregated areas. However, this approach
highlights an interesting way to move forward in energy modelling and it has set-out different ways
of reducing the uncertainties using secondary sources. There are also issues in the way the data
are being collected and restrictions on the distribution.
Given the uncertainties, it is not surprising perhaps that aggregated sub-city DEM model
building totals are some way from DECC aggregates. Perhaps the biggest influence here is the lack
of real occupancy data which becomes more important in a per-building analysis. This highlights
a potential research avenue for a per-building approach to area energy modelling through the
integration of better socio-economic data. In addition, the issues facing the city with respect to the
physical characteristics of the building stock and current energy efficiency measures are highlighted
through the detailed analysis, both spatial and aspatial, of individual buildings. Even the collation
and integration of data sets without an accompanying energy model has potential to provide
insights into the make-up of a city’s residential building stock.
NCRF (and therefore CHM) does not take into account the microclimate, however, at the
scale of the individual buildings detailed models exist, such as EnergyPlusT M . Urban microclimate effects on energy demand were analysed by [38], who used an urban microclimate model and
the building energy software EnergyPlusT M [39]. These models have to be supplied with suitable
boundary conditions, which represent the urban microclimate. However, in order to consider interactions between energy demand and the urban microclimate, more complex tools are needed.
The interactions between buildings and the landscape in low density Castle presumably create a
real increase in energy consumption because there is an increase in the mean daily heat output
from the heating system due to smaller increases in the outdoor air temperature due to heat island
effects. One possible way to improve the weather data would be to spatially merge NCRM data
with detailed weather data that is readily available. Urban microclimate is a key element during
the design stages of sustainable and comfortable urban spaces, although the physics underlying
the interaction of urban microclimate with buildings is complex to model.
The NCRF and DECC statistics show different aggregated counts in the same geographic
areas because DECC statistics shows unallocated loads (where the address information within the
Gemserv database is incomplete, invalid or missing); therefore, this underestimates the aggregated
energy in neighbourhoods. However, it is unclear whether such incidental reductions (or implicit
bias) of energy consumption in some neighbourhoods will last over a period of time or whether
DECC is intentionally implementing strategies in a long-term goal to reduce this implicit bias.
The NCRF number of thermal zones is not well defined in several building types: rented on
room-by-room accommodation, linear terraces and tower blocks. For example, a separate thermal
zone for each heated room in rented on room-by-room properties would require information (e.g.
which windows affect the space) that is difficult if not impossible to automatically extract, but
important for estimating the internal temperatures for each room or space. The NCRF probably
underestimates the energy consumption because a reduced number of thermal zones in areas of
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South Heaton with linear terraces, tower blocks in Westgate, HMOs and social housing shared
accommodation. A way forward is to have statistics for space per person in the EPC and SAP.
However, there are several practical and policy issues to address. First, HMOs with shared essential
facilities have no individual tenancy agreement and there is no need to provide an EPC in the
housing market in the UK. Secondly, the EPC methodology considers the number of habitable
rooms but what constitutes a room is not well defined (the energy rating is adjusted for the floor
area of a building). Meanwhile, [40, pp. 90-121] does consider the number of habitable rooms
and the number heated habitable rooms, but as all SAP and BREDEM models do not consider
occupancy in the heated rooms, this made it less possible to compute the space per person.
DECC underestimate the energy consumption in LLSOAs with district heating because it only
considers individualized energy consumption and YHN purchases energy in blocks for households
in District Heating. These bulk consumptions do not appear in individualized DECC statistics.
More complete statistics on district heating networks are presumably about to be published in
accordance with the Energy Efficiency [41, Article 11].
There is no clear cut-off for residential and small commercial premises so DECC underestimates
the energy consumption due to the fact that the ground floor part of a building has, for example,
been converted to a small shop. Domestic cut-off is based on arbitrary consumption figures used
by industry; DECC uses the gas industry cut off threshold of 73,200kWh. This means a number
of smaller commercial / industrial consumers were wrongly allocated as domestic, i.e. DECC underestimates the energy consumption in this LLSOA. This is an issue in South Heaton; however,
the use and integration of secondary sources into sub-city DEM energy modelling databases as
demonstrated in this study does enable this level of fine-grained building-use modelling.
There is no definitive source for the number of households ‘not on the gas grid.’ The energy
use of individual households in multi-tenanted commercial / residential buildings is difficult to
estimate if there is no agreed measure or sub-metering system. With this type of building, it can
also be difficult to build a clear picture of energy use in the building because landlords use energy
to provide services in the shared parts of the building (e.g. lifts and pumps), plus the use in the
tenanted areas. Additional issues are when some tenants pay for their own metered electricity
supply or purchase other fuel directly. One possible solution for delivering sub-metering is through
the incentives on the Carbon Reduction Commitment (CRC), announced in the Energy White
Paper 2007.
NCRF does not consider the inter-building effect created by surrounding buildings. The energy consumption is underestimated in aggregated buildings because of the reduced solar radiance.
However, this effect is complex and requires the modelling of a network of buildings. The South
Heaton case study shows that the LLSOAs energy consumption may have modelling inaccuracies
created by the nearby buildings. Physical building models would need detailed topological information (as provided by NCRM) in order to model inter-building effects effectively. For densifying
urban environments, this is likely to be a relatively significant effect. Specifically, the role of interbuilding effects must be examined as a number of researchers have suggested (e.g. [42], [43], [38]).
Also, urban form from the point of view of environmental performance in cities as addressed in
[44]; and, energy use and density as the results of [45] seem to suggest.
Weather correction methodologies in DECC/NEED and CHM lead to discrepancies, the main
reason being that the exact methodology for weather correction for NEED/DECC is not fully
disclosed. In order to be confident in the use of DECC/NEED statistics for validation purposes,
clear and unambiguous information needs to be provided on weather corrections as these can have
significant impact on estimated values.
In summary, there are some discrepancies in the sub-city DEM model results partly because of
the uncertainties in the way national models model individual occupancy, but also because there
are no individual consumption data to calibrate with the dwelling energy estimations. However,
having this sub-city DEM model opens-up the development of low-carbon energy technologies at
the community and neighbourhood levels through providing a physically-based energy consumption
estimate at the building level that provides realistic energy consumption patterns and detailed
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spatial information based on the physical characteristics of the building and the outputs from a
national energy model.

4

Conclusions

The aim of the research was fulfilled as the spatially enabled model and rich thematic database
facilitates, first and foremost, integrated mapping practices, i.e. a NCRM data set accessible by
a digital computer including a set of maps in the grid reference system used in Great Britain;
a NCRF framework of varying and selectable scale from an individual dwelling to streets, communities, neighbourhoods and districts, and capable of presentation individual and aggregated
domestic energy consumption on a computer display; tools for calculating, delineating, and displaying building dimensions in an orthographic projection; and means for coupling the computer
to other computers for data exchange.
Previous modelling approaches adopted a number of house archetypes which together represent all dwellings in the stock. This study identifies individual dwellings energy profiles to estimate
individual and aggregated energy consumption. The cluster model uses six categorical variables
(dwelling age, wall construction, building form, dwelling size, heating and number of storeys) to
capture the mean effects in the interaction between the physical variables in districts as the individual effect will cancel out at this scale. The framework estimates in the sub-city DEM model are
improved in neighbourhoods by taking into consideration ten variables (usable floor area, dwelling
type, construction date, number of floors above ground, predominant type of wall structure, cavity
wall insulation, main heating fuel, primary heating system, boiler group and tenure) and local
micro-cohesive structures. The reason for the increased number of variables is to obtain a better
insight into the effect of uncertainties of the aggregated process by generating a more complete
representation of the dwelling.
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